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We analyze the electromagnetic fields in a Pound–Drever–Hall locked, marginally unstable, Fabry–Perot cav-
ity as a function of small changes in the cavity length during resonance. More specifically, we compare the
results of a detailed numerical model with the behavior of the recycling cavity of the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) detector located in Livingston, Louisiana. In the interferometer’s nor-
mal mode of operation, the recycling cavity is stabilized by inducing a thermal lens in the cavity mirrors with
an external CO2 laser. During our study, this thermal compensation system was not operating, causing the
cavity to be marginally optically unstable and cavity modes to become degenerate. In contrast to stable optical
cavities, the modal content of the resonating beam in the uncompensated recycling cavity is significantly al-
tered by very small cavity length changes. This modifies the error signals used to control the cavity length in
such a way that the zero crossing point is no longer the point of maximum power in the cavity, nor is it the
point where the input-beam mode in the cavity is maximized. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 120.2230, 120.3180, 260.5740.
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. INTRODUCTION
he Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observa-
ory (LIGO) [1–3] is a set of three kilometer-scale sus-
ended interferometers used for the detection of gravita-
ional waves from astronomical sources [4,5]. Each of the
hree detectors consists of coupled optical cavities with
he basic arrangement of a Michelson interferometer, as
hown in Fig. 1. In this paper we are primarily concerned
ith the behavior of the recycling cavity. The LIGO recy-

ling cavity was designed to be optically stable at full in-
ut power, which implies thermally induced lensing of the
ecycling cavity optics during full-power operation [6,7].
n addition to the thermal lens produced by the resonat-
ng beams at full power, active tuning of the input test-

ass effective radii of curvature is achieved by a thermal
ompensation system [8] that uses a CO2 laser to heat the
urface of the ITMs, creating a thermally induced lens.
ithout the thermal compensation system, and especially

t low input power, the LIGO Livingston Observatory
LLO) recycling cavity remains optically unstable. The
hermal compensation system was installed because the
nstability made proper interferometer operation difficult.
n addition to the effects described in this paper, the mar-
inal instability of the recycling cavity lead to reduced op-
ical gain and extremely high sensitivity to alignment
uctuations. This led to greater-than-expected sensitivity
o seismic motion and made the wavefront-sensor-
lignment system [9,10] very difficult to operate.
In this paper, we present measurements of the fields in

he recycling cavity when the thermal compensation sys-
0740-3224/07/112821-8/$15.00 © 2
em is not operating and the input power is set low
nough so that no significant thermal lensing occurs from
bsorption of the resonating beam in the cavity optics. In
ther words, we were studying the unstable cavity behav-
or. The measurements were then compared to a detailed
umerical model.
In the absence of thermal lensing, the recycling cavity

s optically unstable with g1g2�1.0004, which takes into
ccount the curvature of the input test masses, the recy-
ling mirror, and also the slight curvature of the beam-
plitter. Therefore, the recycling cavity beam is matched
either to the fundamental optical mode of the stable in-
erferometer arm cavities nor to the input beam that is
esigned to closely match the fundamental mode of the
rms. In this “cold” condition, the optical fields that reso-
ate only in the recycling cavity exhibit a ringlike struc-
ure. The spatial structure of these fields is very sensitive
o small-angle or length perturbations of the cavity. Basi-
ally, this occurs because marginally unstable cavities
ave nonseparable boundary conditions on the optical
elds, leading to mode degeneracy. So the cavity will reso-
ate arbitrary TEM fields as long as the optical loss is
mall. To model the detailed behavior, it is no longer effi-
ient to express the cavity field in terms of the usual
ermite–Gaussian (or Laguerre–Gaussian) modes [11].
e therefore chose to compare our measurements to a nu-
erical simulation based on the Fast Fourier Transform

FFT) as opposed to a simulation based on the propaga-
ion of cavity modes. The simulation software used is re-
erred to as the FFT Model [12]. As a result of the sensi-
007 Optical Society of America
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ivity of the transverse field distribution to small length
hanges, we find that the Pound–Drever–Hall error sig-
al [13] used to control the length of the cavity is modi-
ed, and the lock point develops an unexpected offset. We
ested the model against actual interferometer behavior
y applying a series of offsets to the error point of the
ength loop of the recycling cavity of the Livingston inter-
erometer [14]. The length loop of the recycling cavity con-
rols the position of the recycling mirror.

In this paper, the phrase “cavity length” always refers
o the common arm length of the cavity, that is the sum of
he two optical paths in the cavity, to ITMx and ITMy, di-
ided by two. By contrast, the differential arm length is
he difference of the two optical pathlengths divided by
wo. To lock the recycling cavity, we need to control both
he common arm length of the cavity and the differential
rm length of the cavity. The error signal for the common
rm length is generated at the reflected port using the
ight returning from the recycling mirror. The differential
ength is sensed at the antisymmetric port using the very
mall amount of sideband light that manages to enter the
avity, despite being nonresonant, and leaks out of cavity
ia the beamsplitter. The differential armlength is con-
rolled by simultaneously actuating on the beamsplitter
nd recycling mirror in such a way that a pure differen-
ial arm length change is achieved. The common arm
ength, or just the “cavity length” is controlled by actuat-
ng on the recycling mirror alone.

We recorded the power in the recycling cavity for a
ange of cavity-length-loop error point offsets and also ac-
uired images of the light distribution inside the cavity
nd on reflection from the cavity. We then compared our
esults to those of the simulation. Although the FFT
odel has previously been used to gain insight into power

uild-up effects of the LIGO interferometers [15], this
tudy is unusual in that it provides a direct, well con-
rolled, quantitative comparison between the predictions
f the model and the observed interferometer behavior.

. MEASUREMENT OVERVIEW
he light entering the interferometer consists of carrier

ight (the main laser frequency) and upper and lower

ig. 1. (Color online) Arrangement of the core optics of the
IGO interferometers (not to scale). The recycling cavity is the
avity formed by the recycling mirror (RM), beamsplitter (BS),
nd the two input mirrors to the arm cavities (ITMx and ITMy).
he recycling cavity length is the mean of the two optical paths
etween the RM and ITMx and ITMy. Note that since the inter-
erometer is operated on a dark fringe, almost no carrier light es-
apes out the antisymmetric port of the beamsplitter to the pho-
odiode at right.
hase-modulation sidebands with modulation index
�0.34. When the interferometer is operating in its nor-
al, fully locked configuration, the carrier resonates in

oth the recycling cavity and in the arm cavities, while
he sidebands resonate only in the recycling cavity. To
ake the optical fields easier to model and to make the

esults easier to interpret, most of our measurements
ere taken when the arms were unlocked and the recy-

ling cavity was locked, so that only the carrier was reso-
ant in the recycling cavity while the sidebands were non-
esonant. By adding an offset to the error point of the
ound–Drever–Hall locking servo controlling the position
f the recycling mirror, we induced small length changes
f the cavity with respect to the null point of the servo. We
ould change the cavity length by several nanometers be-
ore lock was lost. The length offset was calibrated in
erms of actual cavity length change in nanometers [16],
hich allowed a quantitative comparison between our

imulation results and the experimental data. We ob-
ained the cavity power as a function of the length offset
nd obtained images of the cavity-beam profile at various
ffsets. We also made preliminary measurements with
he full interferometer locked. No attempt was made to
odel the fields in the fully locked interferometer.
The schematic diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates the general

onfiguration and introduces notation to be used later. To
btain information about the intensity distribution of the
elds interacting with the cavity, we used two CCD cam-
ras; one captured the light reflected from the cavity and
he other captured light picked out of the cavity by means
f the slightly wedged antireflective side of one of the mir-
ors (ITMy). We measured the power in the cavity using a
alibrated dc photodiode to monitor the intensity of the
eam picked off at the slightly wedged, antireflective side
f the beamsplitter. The beam picked off at the antireflec-
ive side of the beamsplitter, like the beam picked off at
he antireflective side of the arm input test masses, is a
ood representation of the recycling cavity beam.

In the case of the fully locked interferometer, additional
ethods were required to provide information about the

idebands in the recycling cavity. When the full interfer-
meter is locked, the recycling cavity field intensity is
ominated by the carrier, so we could not use a dc coupled
hotodiode or a CCD camera for the purpose of interro-
ating the RF sidebands. To measure the intensity of the
idebands, we used an RF photodiode whose signal was
emodulated at twice the sideband frequency. This photo-
iode received a highly focused version of the beam picked
ff from the antireflective side of the beamsplitter. The
ignal from this photodiode is called NSPOB and is pro-
ortional to the geometric mean of the power in the upper
nd lower sidebands. We employed a similar technique to
easure the spatial profile of the sideband intensity us-

ng a “phase camera” [17]. The phase camera rapidly
cans an enlarged version of the beam over an RF photo-
iode which is very small compared to the size of the en-
arged beam. Like the NSPOB signal, the signal from this
F photodiode is demodulated at twice the sideband fre-
uency. However, due to the scanning, we now obtain a
easurement of the spatial profile of the geometric mean

f the upper and lower sideband intensities. The phase
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amera received the recycling cavity beam picked off from
he slightly wedged antireflective side of ITMy.

. FFT MODEL OVERVIEW
he numerical simulation with which we compare our
easurements—The FFT Model [12]—is based on a For-

ran program whose first step is a Fourier transformation
f a grid representation of the optical field. In the wave
ector domain, a matrix multiplication provides the
ropagation of the field; then, when the interaction with
he optics must be reproduced, the optical field is Fourier
ransformed back from the momentum representation to
he spatial one, and each field element on the grid is mul-
iplied by a phase delay describing the action of the op-
ics. Once iterative propagation has terminated and the
esulting fields are stationary, we construct the Pound–
rever–Hall error signal directly from the fields.

. RESULTS
. Carrier Resonant in the Recycling Cavity, Arms
onresonant
igure 3 compares the resonant field intensity in the re-
ycling cavity derived from the FFT model with the actual
easured field intensity. The four panels represent the

ntensity distribution at four different cavity lengths,
ach 4 nm apart. Clearly, the intensity distribution
hanges dramatically with very small changes of the cav-
ty length.

ig. 2. The laser field �LASER is phase modulated to produce �IN
odulation sidebands, 24.5 MHz on each side of the carrier. The

hree components: the sidebands (which are almost completely
on-resonant), the prompt reflection of the carrier that is not inte
irror of the carrier field resonating inside the cavity. The cavit

engths, represented in the diagram by L1 and L2. The amplitud
espectively. The position of the beam splitter is actively controll
arrier. The various instruments are schematically arranged next
eam at the reflected port (REFL). Another CCD camera interro
edged side of ITMy. (This port is known as POY.) The RF phas

ogates the beam from the x-leg of the recycling cavity picked off
ot shown is an RF photodiode registering the NSPOB signal (g

he same port. Like the phase camera, this photodiode was only
Note that the FFT model correctly reproduces the evo-
ution of the beam shape as it goes from a one-peak profile
o a donut and also shows the increase in beam size as the
ffset is changed between −8 nm and +4 nm, although the
hange in beam size is somewhat less pronounced in the
ata than in the model.
Figure 4 compares the measured cavity power with the

rediction from the FFT model. The point of maximum
ower found by the FFT model agrees with the measure-
ent as does the approximate power build-up. The fact

hat the power data fall generally below the prediction for
he larger length offsets is likely due to a reduction in the
ain of the loop controlling the cavity length. This pro-
uces a change in the calibration leading to an underes-
imation of the cavity length change for those offsets that
re quite far from the point of maximum cavity power.
he figure also shows the portion of the power in the
EM00 mode, which is defined here as the mode of the in-
ut beam to the recycling cavity (fundamental mode of
he mode cleaner propagated through the mode-matching
elescope toward the interferometer). By design, the input
eam mode is closely matched to the fundamental mode of
he 4 km arm cavities. Unexpectedly, and in contrast to
he behavior seen in optically stable cavities (even ones
hose input beams are not matched to the cavity mode)

he FFT model shows that the power in the TEM00 com-
onent is maximized even further from the locking point
han the total cavity power.

To gain insight into this unusual behavior, we write
own a general expression for the Pound–Drever–Hall er-
or signal that makes no assumptions about the spatial

sting (approximately) of carrier light and upper and lower phase
lation index is ��0.34. The reflected field �REFL is the sum of
ed back towards the laser since the cavity length makes them
with the recycling cavity, and the leakage through the recycling
is split by the beam splitter into two optical paths of different

smission and reflection coefficients are represented by ti and ri
hat its antisymmetric port corresponds to the dark fringe of the
beams they interrogate. Thus, one CCD camera interrogates the
he beam from the y-leg of the recycling cavity picked off via the
era interrogates this same beam also. The DC photodiode inter-
e wedged side of the beamsplitter. (This port is known as POB).
ic mean of the upper and lower sideband powers) and located at
uring the full interferometer lock discussed in Subsection 4.B.
consi
modu
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rofile of the beams involved. The notation refers to the
elds indicated in Fig. 2. The Pound–Drever–Hall error
ignal is generated by phase modulating the input beam
o the cavity. The input field �IN can be expanded in
erms of Bessel functions

�IN = �LASER exp�i� cos �t�

� J0����LASER + iJ1����LASER exp�i�t�

+ iJ1����LASER exp�− i�t� + . . .

� �IN
CR + �IN

SB+ exp�i�t� + �IN
SB− exp�− i�t� + . . . ,

�1�

here � is the modulation frequency and � is the modu-
ation index. The input field is therefore often considered
s three collinear beams: the carrier, �IN

CR, and a pair of
idebands, �IN

SB+ and �IN
SB−, with frequency separation �

n either side of the carrier frequency. The modulation
requency is such that when the carrier beam is resonant
n the recycling cavity (without the arms resonant), the
idebands are nearly antiresonant and thus nearly totally
eflected from the recycling mirror. In these circum-
tances, only the carrier is significantly sensitive to the
eometrical features of the cavity, including length varia-
ions or alignment, as described by the equations

ig. 3. (Color online) Effect of changing the cavity length by sev
avity. (Arms are not resonant.) Comparison of actual image cap
raphs of the recycling cavity beam picked off at ITMy for differe
ffsets are: −8 nm, −4 nm, 0 nm, and +4 nm. The colors represent
nits). The top and bottom rows show the FFT model results for t

or the beam intensity. Approximately the same color scale is use
f the center row so that the images can be directly compared. T
lotted as a function of radius. The units of distance represented
f images rendered by the camera were not recorded. (In other wo
f the images in each individual row are accurate. A uniform zoom
he size of the beam at 0 nm length offset (second from right) app
he center row.
eral nanometers on the shape of the carrier resonating in the recycling
tures with simulation results. The center row shows false color photo-
nt cavity length offsets from the nominal lock point. From left to right,
intensity and correspond to the linear scale shown at right (arbitrary

he same cavity length offsets. The top row shows the simulation results
d for the simulated intensity results as for the false color photographs
he bottom row shows the cross-sectional intensity from the simulation
by the axes are left arbitrary because the actual physical dimensions

rds, a camera calibration was not available.) However, the relative sizes
factor was applied to all the images in the top and bottom rows so that
roximately matched the beam diameter in the corresponding image of
ig. 4. (Color online) Power in the recycling cavity as a function
f cavity length offset. The FFT model correctly predicts the
ength offset at which the cavity power is maximized. The circles
how the total cavity power measured at ten different length off-
ets. The dark solid curve shows the FFT model prediction for
he total cavity power. The light solid curve shows the FFT model
rediction for the power in the mode of the input beam to the cav-
ty. The scale on the right refers to the light dashed curve, rep-
esenting the FFT model phase �=arg���LASER 	�REFL

CR 
� in the
otation of Eq. (5). � is zero at the locking point.
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�REFL
SB− � − �IN

SB−,

�REFL
SB+ � − �IN

SB+,

�REFL
CR = D�IN

CR, �2�

here the operator D incorporates the effect of the cavity
n the resonant carrier. The total reflected power PREFL is
he integral of the squared field over an area S much
arger than the beam size:

PREFL =�
S

	�REFL	2dS

=�
S

�	�REFL
CR 	2 + 	�REFL

SB+ 	2 + 	�REFL
SB− 	2

+ 2R���REFL
CR �REFL

SB− * + �REFL
SB+ �REFL

CR *�exp�i�t��

+ 2R��REFL
SB+ �REFL

SB− * exp�2i�t�� + . . . dS. �3�

We are interested in the error signal for the length of
he cavity. This error signal, which controls the position of
he recycling mirror, is basically the same as the error sig-
al from a simple two-mirror cavity. The error signal,
hich we call VI here, is the cosine phase of the demodu-

ated voltage from an rf photodiode placed at the reflected
ort sensing PREFL. The beam is focused onto the active
rea of the rf photodiode so that no beam clipping occurs.
sing the modulation frequency � to demodulate the sig-
al from this photodiode, we find that one term survives:

VI � ��
S

dS�
0

T

dt
PREFL cos��t�

T

= ��
S

R��REFL
CR �REFL

SB− * + �REFL
SB+ �REFL

CR *�dS, �4�

here R indicates the real part, T��−1 is the effective
ntegration time of the sensing chain, and � is an overall
onstant representing the efficiency of the photodetection
nd the gain of the sensing chain. Rewriting the integrals
s inner products brings out the structure

VI � R���REFL
CR 	�REFL

SB− 
 + ��REFL
SB+ 	�REFL

CR 
�

= 2J1���I��LASER	�REFL
CR 
, �5�

here I indicates the imaginary part. Expression (5)
akes it obvious that the error signal is generated only

rom the component of the returning carrier that is in the
ode of the input beam.
In stable cavities, different spatial modes of the cavity

re separated by a discrete Gouy phase and therefore
esonate at slightly different cavity lengths. The Pound–
rever–Hall servo generates a large error signal when-
ver the cavity field has large overlap with the mode of
he input beam. Using mode-matching optics, we nor-
ally arrange for large overlap to occur with only one of

he cavity modes (usually the fundamental mode). The
ound–Drever–Hall servo will lock the cavity onto the
hosen mode, because this is the only mode contributing
ignificantly to the error signal. When the cavity locks on
low-loss mode to which the input beam is well matched,
arge buildups of that cavity mode can occur. In that situ-
tion, the imaginary part of the overlap integral in Ex-
ression (5) becomes zero precisely when the phase of the
arrier component exiting the cavity through the input
irror matches the phase of the input beam and is there-

ore 180° out of phase with the promptly reflected beam.
his maximizes the power of the component of the cavity
eld that is in the mode of the input beam, because this
omponent of the cavity field experiences a destructive
hase condition with the promptly reflected beam. In
hort, when VI is zero, we get maximum power in that
omponent of the cavity field that is in the mode of the in-
ut beam. For stable cavities, where the shape of the cav-
ty mode does not change with small length changes of the
avity, VI=0 must therefore also correspond to the point
f maximum cavity power.

For marginally unstable cavities �g1g2→1� the eigen-
ode decomposition breaks down, and we observe that

he transverse shape of the cavity beam depends strongly
n the cavity length. The Pound–Drever–Hall error signal
s modified by this spatial dependence in such a way that

inimization of the error signal, and therefore the natu-
al lock point, no longer corresponds to maximizing the
nput-beam mode component of the cavity field. Nor is
here any particular reason to expect that the overall cav-
ty power is maximized at the natural lock point. From
he naive point of view, therefore, the servo has developed
n offset. As discussed above, this effect was clearly seen
n the LLO recycling cavity data and in the model.

The dependence of the cavity beam shape on the cavity
ength is probably due to two effects. First, as the fields
nside the cavity propagate, they spread out slightly due
o diffraction. Thus fields corresponding to consecutive
avity traversals do not have exactly the same spatial
eam profile. With length changes alone, it is therefore
ot possible to enforce constructive superposition every-
here in the cavity between beams that have traversed

he cavity a different number of times. Thus beam propa-
ation within the cavity is bound to lead to beam shaping,
imply due to the fact that some regions will have con-
tructive superposition, whereas others have destructive
uperposition. In addition, this shape can be expected to
epend strongly on the cavity length, since even a small
hange in the cavity length alters the interference condi-
ion between cavity traversals. Second, the shape and lo-
ation of regions of destructive phase between the cavity
eam and the promptly reflected beam at the input mirror
epends on the intensity and phase profile of the cavity
eam. Thus the shape and location of those regions at the
nput mirror where light is efficiently coupled into the
avity also change with microscopic cavity-length
hanges. Under these conditions, the power of the input
eam mode in the cavity is set by a combination of direct
oupling of the input beam mode into the cavity (requir-
ng destructive interference with the promptly reflected
eam) and the transferral of power coupled into the cavity
n a combination of modes into the mode of the input
eam. Since destructive interference of the input beam
ode in the cavity with the promptly reflected beam cor-

esponds to VI=0, we should not be surprised to find that
his alone does not lead to maximum input beam mode
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ower in the cavity. And of course there is no obvious rea-
on to expect the overall cavity power to be maximized for
ero error signal either. Indeed, we have no particular
eason to expect that the cavity-length offset correspond-
ng to maximum overall cavity power corresponds to the
oint of maximum power in the input beam mode compo-
ent of cavity field, as illustrated by the FFT model re-
ults.

Qualitatively consistent behavior has been observed at
IGO Hanford Observatory (LHO) in the marginally un-
table recycling cavities of their interferometers [18,19].
s in the LLO interferometer, the maximum cavity power
uild-up occurs only when an offset is applied to the natu-
al lock point. Transverse beam profile changes are evi-
ent as well. (In fact, these effects were first seen at LHO,
nd subsequently at LLO, several years before the cur-
ent study to quantitatively compare the FFT Model pre-
ictions with the LLO behavior was begun.)
The high level of agreement between the experimental

bservations and the predictions of the FFT model indi-
ate that the observed loop offset is a true optical effect
not due to a simple technical problem such as unintended
ffsets in the control electronics). Such an offset can
herefore be expected to develop in any marginally un-
table cavity locked by the Pound–Drever–Hall tech-
ique, and the resonant points of such cavities may need
o be adjusted “manually” to compensate.

. Full Interferometer Lock
hen the full interferometer is locked [20], the intensity

n the recycling cavity is dominated by the carrier whose
patial structure is set by the input conditions to the arm
o be the TEM00 mode of the optically stable arm cavities.
his is due to the fact that the arms are overcoupled.
hus the total carrier field (promptly reflected field plus

eakage field) returning from the arms is 180 degrees out
f phase with the promptly reflected field alone and has
pproximately the same magnitude as the incident field.
s a result, the recycling cavity length leading to reso-
ance of carrier light that is also resonant in the arms is
ifferent by one half wavelength than the length leading
o resonance of carrier light that is not resonant in the
rms. In other words, higher-order carrier modes (in the

ig. 5. (Color online) Effect of changing the cavity length by sev
ling cavity. The colors represent the geometric mean of the inten
f greatest intensity with orange/red corresponding to the regions
ock point (zero applied offset). Note that in these images, the c
tructure of the beam in some of the images, particularly the tw
nstantaneous field distribution is very sensitive.
asis of the arms) are antiresonant in the recycling cavity,
hereas the TEM00 mode of the arms is resonant. Thus

he carrier field in the recycling cavity is entirely in the
EM00 mode of the arms. Now the frequency of the side-
ands was chosen such that they would be resonant in the
ecycling cavity without resonating in the arms precisely
hen the carrier that does resonate arms is resonant in

he recycling cavity. Thus the recycling cavity light is a
ixture of TEM00 mode carrier light and sideband light in
very large number of modes, with the carrier light domi-
ating the intensity due to the greater power in the car-
ier.

The sidebands, being nonresonant in the arms, experi-
nce almost identical conditions as the carrier in Subsec-
ion 4.A (where the carrier is resonant in the recycling
avity, with the arms nonresonant). Therefore we can ex-
ect the field structure of the sidebands in the full lock to
e qualitatively similar to the carrier field distribution of
ubsection 4.A. The input power to the recycling cavity
uring these measurements (roughly one watt) was insuf-
cient to generate significant thermal lensing in the recy-
ling cavity optics, even when the interferometer was
ully locked. As before, the thermal compensation system
as not operating. Phase camera images of the sideband

ntensity taken from the beam picked off at the antireflec-
ive side of ITMy are shown in Fig. 5 at four different re-
ycling cavity length loop offsets. For technical reasons,
e did not obtain a calibration of the length loop offset in

erms of cavity length change.
Figure 6 shows the (geometric mean of the) power of

he sidebands in the recycling cavity as the cavity length
s changed. Note that we see a much larger change in the
ideband intensity in this fully locked state than the
hange in the carrier intensity for the carrier lock in the
ecycling cavity. The reason for this may be that as the
rofile of the sidebands in the recycling cavity begins to
etter match the resonating mode of the arm cavities, a
arger fraction of the beam is exactly on antiresonance
nd is totally reflected from the arm, thus enhancing the
uildup of the sidebands in the recycling cavity.
As expected, the qualitative behavior of the sideband

ower and the qualitative transverse profile changes of
he sidebands are the same as those seen in Subsection
.A. As before, the shape of the cavity beam changes as a

anometers on the shape of the sidebands resonating in the recy-
the upper and lower sidebands. Blue corresponds to the regions

est intensity. The second image from right represents the natural
of the beam is in the upper half of the image. The asymmetric
ight, is due to pitch and yaw motion of the optics to which the
eral n
sity of
of low
enter
o at r
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unction of small length changes of the cavity, and the
ock point does not correspond to maximum sideband
ower in the cavity. Although we could not extract the
EM00 component of the sidebands from the intensity
lone, it seems likely based on the analysis of Subsection
.A that it is also not maximized.
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